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Welcome to Al-Risalah

On behalf of the MSA Shura, we hope you enjoy this issue. Please understand that this is the culmination of the hard work of your 
fellow students and the scholars of our community. Therefore, it needs to be treated with all due respect. If you are not going to 

read the issue, kindly refrain from using it otherwise. Many of the articles, if not all, have direct Islamic themes therein, and some 
may include verses from the Holy Qur’an or Hadith of the Prophet (S). Thus, it is to our common understanding that everyone will 

treasure this humble work. May Allah (SWT) allow Al-Risalah to serve as the beacon of light it is intended to be, Aameen. 
~ The Al-Risalah Staff
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Reflections on Hunger Week

This year’s Fast-A-Thon, much like those in the past, has suc-
cessfully served its purpose. The event touched the hearts of many 
as it opened people’s eyes to the true essence of Hunger Week. 
People from all around Loyola, both Muslims and non-Muslims 
alike, came out to support this great cause. The night began with 
a beautiful recitation and call to prayer by Razaan Mateen. Soon 
after, those who fasted throughout the day broke their fasts. Initial 
impressions of the event were positive, Alhumdullilah. As Aris-
sa Koines, a student who partook in the event for the first time 
claimed, “I liked how everyone was so welcoming. I constantly 
drink water throughout the day so it was nice having this day as a 
constant reminder that I’m fasting not only for myself but for oth-
er people.” Another Loyola Freshman, Ayesha Niazi, reflected on 
the event as a “Good first experience. After not being connected 
to religion since school started, this Fast-A-Thon was a nice re-
minder. I was having a rough day today and this event was a nice 
reminder to be thankful for what I have.”

Following dinner, an overview of Hunger Week was giv-
en by Stephanie Morrow. The night ended with an eloquent, 
thought-provoking speech by guest speaker Ubaydullah Evans. 
This speech covered many eye-opening topics the audience great-

ly enjoyed. Liz Bajjalieh, a student who partook in the fasting, 
referred to the speech as “a great way to bring to light the issues 
of poverty. It reminded me that I’m lucky.” MSA member Sariya 
Siddiqui stated, “The speech was very inspirational. It was some-
thing you always think about but it was expressed in a new way.” 
Overall, the event, speeches, food, and company proved to be a 
great hit. Loyola Sophomore Abdel-Rahman Zakieh added, “I re-
ally liked it. I think it was very successful. The food was awesome, 
the event was organized and everyone ate in a timely manner. 
Overall, I think it went great and the speaker was very funny and 
engaging.”

A special thanks goes out to all those who contributed to mak-
ing this event happen. Alhumdullilah, the turnout was remark-
able and this could not have been accomplished without the 
help of all those who came out to support the cause. As the MSA 
Vice-President, Yara Shams, stated, “It’s beautiful how the entire 
Loyola community came out for the cause. How people stepped 
out of their comfort zone to fast and how students, faculty, and 
even staff came out to show their support.” InshAllah, may all of 
our future events be as successful and unified as this year’s Fast-
A-Thon. Ameen.

Hunger Week 2013 is the 40th anniversary of a long-standing 
commitment to make a change.  One billion people in this world 
are feeling the effects of long-term hunger. Loyolans, like many 
groups and organizations worldwide, are still trying to figure out 
how the world food system can exist in such a crisis - with both 
surplus and famine - and what students, staff, faculty, and our 
neighbors can do to bring it to an end.  

Each year, Hunger Week selects one international, national, and 
local beneficiary to champion by raising awareness, advocating, 
and fundraising for their mission.  This year, we support Heifer 
International, Action for Healthy Kids, and Rogers Park’s own A 
Just Harvest.  These organizations were chosen based on their sus-
tainable systems and commitment to end hunger on the ground.  

Hunger Week serves not only as an opportunity to raise funds 

for our beneficiaries, but to educate the Loyola community about 
this ongoing epidemic - one that does not get a lot of light in the 
media.  With programs like the documentary screening of A Place 
at the Table, the Oxfam Hunger Banquet, and the Hunger Speaks 
informed discussion, we have the opportunity to examine the state 
of the food system and decide how we will contribute to change.  
Through projects like MSA’s Fast-a-Thon and the week-long SNAP 
“food stamp diet” challenge, we choose to stand in solidarity with 
our neighbors.  These events, as well as the annual Hunger 5K 
Run/Walk and this years’ Bust it for Justice concert are open to all 
members of the Loyola community and beyond.  

Those interested in learning more about Hunger Awareness 
Week can visit luc.edu/hungerweek, or visit the Facebook page: 
facebook.com/LUCserve.

Breana Barak | Guest Writer

Hunger Week 2013

Mehreen Rahim | Al-Risalah Editor
Fastathon 2013
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The semester continues to trudge forward as the student 
workload becomes heavier, the worsening weather becomes 
tougher, and the oh-so dreaded finals week comes closer and 
closer. At this point, an opportunity to alleviate some of the 
stress seems hard to come by. However, the recent MSA Pot-
luck Iftar did just that for those who attended.

Held on October 21st in CFSU’s Rambler Room, the event 
was committed to act as a reminder and revival of the Sun-
nah of our beloved Prophet [S]; particularly, the Sunnah 
which consists of fasting on every Monday and Thursday of 
the week.

Prior to the event, MSA members received an email which 
encouraged all of its recipients to fast and detailed the signif-
icance of fasting on Mondays and Thursdays. Brothers and 
sisters alike were requested to join each other to follow the 
wonderful Sunnah of the Prophet [S], and to support one an-
other during their long day of fasting. 

On the day of the potluck iftar, students contributed a va-
riety of foods ranging from pasta and pizza to desserts like 
cookies, cheesecake, and brownies. The tables of food would 
arouse excitement in the minds of any college student. Stu-
dents had the opportunity to come together and pile mounds 
of food onto their plates and enjoy it with their fellow broth-
ers and sisters.

This great evening did not only consist of an opportunity 
to enjoy great food, but also allowed brothers and sisters of 

the MSA to create and strengthen relationships among one 
another. Whether this strengthening was done through the 
sharing of food and laughter, the taking of group pictures, 
or the chasing of one another through the large hall only to 
smash cake into someone’s face, the event was an excellent 
chance to spend the evening with loving and caring friends. 

The most important objective of the night, however, was 
to remind attendees of the incredible Sunnah of the Proph-
et [S]. The event was not only meant to be a reminder for 
that night, but was meant to emphasize the importance of 
fasting on the Mondays and Thursdays of every week and to 
encourage everyone to strive to implement this Sunnah into 
their lives. This becomes challenging from the perspective 
of a college student because we constantly need to be eat-
ing something throughout the day in order to remain active 
and attentive; however, dedicating even one day of the week 
to the remembrance of the Prophet [S] and to the worship 
of Allah (SWT) by fasting from sunrise to sunset will surely 
prove to be beneficial in improving our Imaan, and also in 
persevering through the rest of our successful semesters.   
 
The Prophet [S] said: “The deeds of the worshippers are pre-
sented before Allah on Monday and Thursday, I like my deeds 

to be presented while I am fasting.” [Nasa’i]. Furthermore, 
The Prophet [S] said that Allah the Exalted says, “‘Every deed 
of the son of Adam is for him except fasting; it is for Me and I 

shall reward for it.’”

Basharath Khan | Guest Writer

MSA Potluck Iftar

 In the movement of reviving the sunnah of fasting on Mon-
days and Thursdays, many MSA sisters and I came together 
for iftar and bonding on October 24, 2013. With a sister-
hood supporting you, acting upon this sunnah sure becomes 
a lot easier; having such a network of friends that help you 
strengthen your faith is truly a blessing subhanAllah. When 
it was time for our fast to be broken, we were rewarded with 
savory gyros pizza from Italian Express and sandwich wraps 
from Taza Bakery. We then went on with the night with an en-
thusiastic game of “Mafia.” The evening was truly memorable 
for many sisters.

“Well for me personally, I’m not on campus a lot this year so I 
hadn’t met a lot of the freshman. I got to meet some wonderful 

new faces,” stated Fariha Sabiri.

“I felt like I hadn’t hung out with any of the sisters in so long 
and the thought of having iftaar together was a blessing in it-
self,” explained Sarah Choudhry. “It motivated us all to fast and 

Shaziya Barkat | Al-Risalah Coordinator allowed us to come together for the sake of Allah (SWT). I also 
love the game “Mafia,” and I had a blast being the moderator! I 

honestly felt like it was such a fun event!”

 “The intention behind the event and the fact that 
students made an effort to fast on Mondays and Thursday in the 
practice of the beautiful sunnah of the Prophet [S] was a won-
derful thing,” added Yara Shams. “I loved getting to chill with 

my sisters for an evening of faith, fun, and friendship.”

Just as my sisters and I felt satisfaction in that moment of 
breaking our fast together, I hope that one day, we are all to-
gether to experience that satisfaction at the time when we 
meet our Creator In Sha Allah.
 
Abu Hurairah relates that the Holy Prophet, peace be upon him, 
said: “One who fasts experiences two joys: he is joyful when he 
breaks his fast, and he is joyful by virtue of his fast when he 

meets his Lord” (Bukhari and Muslim)

Sisters Bonding Iftar
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Many people who attended the brothers’ retreat had no 
words to describe just what it was that took place; what it 
was that made the trip to LUREC so memorable. Some of those 
who did have words may say that it was “Ultimate,” in honor of 
their love for the sport. Others may say that they could not get 
enough of the LUREC water, and would take some back home if 
they could. And yet others would say it was the time spent with 
Shaykh Abdullah Madyun that made the trip. That he brought 
a love for the Deen that could be appreciated by everyone, re-
gardless of the oc-
casion. But beyond 
what everyone had 
to say about the 
retreat was what 
came afterwards: 
brotherhood. 

For instance, 
there’s no emotion 
quite like fear. If 

This year, Aashura, the tenth day of the Islamic month of 
Muharram, will fall in mid-November. Many of us are famil-
iar with Aashura as a day of fasting (to be joined with a day 
preceding or following the 10th) and supplications for the 
forgiveness of our sins. However this semester, the MSA wel-
comed a local scholar from Masjid Baitul Ilm, Sayyid Sulay-
man Hasan, to speak about another facet of Aashura: the leg-
acy of Imam al-Husayn [A], one of the two grandsons of our 
Prophet Muhammad [S].

Aashura in the context of the battle of Karbala and the mar-
tyrdom of Imam al-Husayn is a sensitive issue in the Muslim 
world, often seen as a dividing point between Sunni and Shia 
Muslims. However, this historical event is one accepted by all 
Muslims and the principles which may be learned from the 
stand of Imam al-Husayn are those that can be used as uni-
fying themes for the Islamic world, if not the entire world. To 
begin his lecture, S. Sulayman introduced his ideology on ap-
proaching the matter of Aashura by breaking apart the notion 
of non-sectarianism. He stated there does not exist a view-
point which can claim it is non-sectarian, since the sources 
which the researcher uses are sectarian themselves in nature; 
being written by an authors who identify themselves with an 
Islamic or non-Islamic sect. In this regard, one can present 
the history of the battle of Karbala, but one cannot claim that 

Exploring Aashura

you’re in the middle of some forest trying to make s’mores and 
there’s people going around scaring others, you can be sure 
those who are scared will understand each other better than 
everyone else. There were other moments to build ties during 
outdoor sports, which the weather did more than just permit 
for. As if that was not enough to create strong ties, the opportu-
nity to play “Mafia” presented itself. Beneath all the deception 
and the lies, those who are Mafia have a certain connection 
with someone. Waking up in the middle of the night and pick-
ing someone to kill is a big commitment, and all that can be 
said about that, is to watch out for Basharath and Adem.

How does all this lead to brotherhood? After finally leaving 
LUREC and going back to campus, there are many things that 
one would rather do, but no longer can. In their time of desper-
ation though, they may perhaps run into someone they met at 
the retreat. At this moment, everything they learned and expe-
rienced can be shared with that other person, on top of many 
more things that may not have to do with scaring people or 
choosing to kill them. It’s the realization of who your brothers 
are that makes it the Brothers’ Retreat and not just a Loyola 
Retreat.

Syed Bilal Ashraf
Guest Writer

Brothers’ Retreat Reflection

one’s is the viewpoint which is objective in nature and free 
from Sunni or Shia tendencies. Having established his views, 
the Sayyid continued his lecture by delving into the setting 
of 7th century Arabia, its outcomes and the questions Mus-
lims must ask themselves while analyzing history, primari-
ly: where should one stand in the face of injustice and how 
should one apply the principles of Imam al-Husayn [A] in our 
modern times.

Following his lecture, Sayyid Sulayman opened the floor 
to questions from the audience, reminding the attendees he 
would not censor any question. He received more questions 
than time allowed to answer but was able to respond to many 
inquiries which are often raised. Though the vast majority of 
the questions did not deal with the details of the events of 
Karbala and focused on Shia beliefs, the audience was pre-
sented with a unique opportunity to hear accurate responses 
from a Shia scholar regarding the beliefs of many Shia Mus-
lims. Alhamdulillah, the “Exploring Aashura: Legacy of Imam 
al-Husayn” event passed successfully, with students from our 
own school as well as neighboring schools and community 
members attending. Bringing Sayyid Sulayman Hasan to our 
campus was a unique opportunity that I hope those who at-
tended or viewed his lecture online benefitted from.

Rizwan Khan | Al-Risalah Editor
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Rev. Patrick J. Ryan’s lecture on October 17th which dis-
cussed the concept of “pilgrimage” in Christianity, Judaism, 
and Islam by elaborately focusing on three main people, Ju-
dah Halevi, St. Ignatius Loyola, and Malcolm X, allowed an 
interfaith perspective on “pilgrimage” 
by utilizing those specific examples as 
references.

The first part of the lecture focused 
on Judah Haveli’s pilgrimage to Jerusa-
lem.  During the 11-15th centuries, the 
Spanish Muslim principalities fought 
amongst themselves, but there was 
religious tolerance, provided by Mus-
lim princes for protection of the prac-
ticing Jews.  In the year 1140, Judah 
decided he wanted to visit Palestine, 
the land of his fathers. However, that 
was approximately the time of the first 
crusade, yet he had set out on what 
he considered his pilgrimage. The 
Crusaders held Jerusalem for about a 
century and then converted Jewish and Muslim holy sites 
to Christian shrines. As he was making his way, he passed 
through Egypt, where Egyptian-Jewish admirers of his su-
perior faith of Judaism tried to persuade him to stay, but he 
continued his ascent to the “Holy Land.” It was during this 

Our Books
I attended a khatm today for one of my students, from 

the very first class I taught almost ten years ago. I remem-
ber this brilliant student coming up to me; a sixth grader 
saying, “Hey Mrs. Barkat, guess what? I am writing a book.” 
I remember smiling at him and saying, “Really?” And he 
said, “Seriously it’s over a 100 pages.”  I said that’s great 
and that was the end of that conversation. 

Ten years later, if a student came and told me I am writ-
ing a book, I would say to that child we are all writing a 
book. An incredible book of which we are the author, the 
main protagonist, and the ultimate reader. This book, 
which we will one day face, no pun intended, is a book like 
no other. It is a book in which once a word is written or an 
event is described, it is set in stone, and no backspace or 
white-out exists. It is a book written on the pages of time, 
which do not allow the author to go back and change any-

thing or make corrections, except for what will be written 
next. It is a book whose ultimate length we do not control. 
In fact although we are the authors, we have no say in how 
many pages there will be. Our books can end on a useless 
word, transcribing a futile event, or they can end beauti-
fully with the kalimah, the remembrance of God, or a final 
event where we die standing up for truth and justice. 

So as I sat there reciting Quran for this student of mine 
and praying for his family, I thought back to that conversa-
tion and the implications of it. We are all writing a book, the 
question is, on the Day of Judgment will we want to read 
our own book? And if the answer is no, then we should 
know that we can still change what comes next. Unlike my 
student and all others that have passed on, our books are 
still being written, and we can write new chapters which 
when read by us will make us smile on Yaum ul Qiyamah.

Sadiya Barkat | Guest Writer

On Pilgrimage: Journeys with Judah Halevi, 
St. Ignatius Loyola, & Malcolm X

time one of his most famous poems Ode to Zion. He passed 
away shortly after his arrival to the “Holy Land,” so ending 
his pilgrimage, and life.

The second example, which was of Catholic Christian pil-
grimage, was none other than Loyola’s St. Ignatius. Christian 
pilgrimage has been to numerous places, one of them being 

Jerusalem as well. St. Ignatius 
went to port of Jaffa, after recu-
peration   at Loyola, and he sur-
rendered    himself to God for his 
pilgrimage in 1523. He did so at 
the Black Madonna of Montser-
rat for 9 days and then contin-
ued with spiritual activities in 
the cave on Mansera. St. Ignati-
us was so happy and spiritually 
revived that he wanted to stay 
there, however the Franciscans 
told him he couldn’t stay there as 
a permanent pilgrim to visit holy 
places, but he visited the Church 
of the Ascension on the way of his 
departure. 

The third and final example of the three was the Islamic 
pilgrimage performed by Malcolm X, who would later come 
to be known as Al-Hajj Malik Al-Shabbaz. To perform pil-
grimage, if a Muslim is in good health and comfortable fi-

Hadeel Barrawi
Guest Writer

CONTINUED on Page 6
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If you had one last farewell speech to give before you died, what would you make it about? On September 18, 2007, Carnegie 
Mellon University’s Professor Randy Pausch, who only had limited time left to live, delivered his last and most significant lecture 
to a large crowd in the university’s auditorium. Little did he know that his speech would not only go viral on the internet, but 
would lead to the book, The Last Lecture, which would become a New York Times Bestseller.

Randy Pausch was a 47-year-old professor diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. His prognosis was poor; he only had three to six 
months left. Randy’s attitude towards the fact that he was dying, however, was unlike that of someone who only had a limited 
time. Rather than grieving or becoming angry, he tried to live each and every day to the fullest. He was a truly motivational figure, 
and if you haven’t watched his speech or read his book yet, I highly encourage you to do so.   

Randy’s prominent message is ingrained throughout his speech: that each one of us can live our life to the fullest and achieve 
our childhood dreams. Randy inspires this idea by creatively showing how he himself achieved his childhood dreams and the 
ways we can accomplish the same. Here are just some of the many lessons he offers:
1.       Obstacles are good. We need to overcome the obstacles that stand in our way. Our problems are like brick walls; they 
will always be there. As Randy states, “The brick walls are not there to keep us out. The brick walls are there to give us a chance 
to show how badly we want something.” Step one is to break those walls down when they arise.
2.       Critics are good. Pausch stresses that getting criticized is the best thing that can happen to you. He says, “Your critics 
are often the ones telling you they still love you, care about you, and want to make you better.” If people stop criticizing you, it 
means that they’ve just given up on you. Take the criticism.
3.       It’s okay when things go wrong. Sometimes things turn out a way you didn’t expect. He states, “Experience is what 
you get when you don’t get what you wanted.” Ultimately, we learn from our failures and they help us develop as a person.

In addition to these first three lessons, Pausch talks about how to be a leader, how to never lose our childlike wonder, and how 
to take situations that are thrown at us and make the best out of them. Each one of us can take something valuable away from 
this speech. When asked about the impact the speech had on him, Ahmed Aleem, a junior at Loyola states, “The biggest impact 
it had on me and a lot of people was that here was a person who knew he was going to die, telling you how to live so you don’t 
have any regrets when you die. He does it in such a lighthearted way that you don’t even feel the morbidity of the whole situation 
and it works. When it comes to confidence, setting goals for myself, being grateful, and taking opportunities, my whole outlook 
changed.” Pausch’s speech had a similar impact those who are terminally ill as well, for it helped them to embrace their own 
goodbyes. From Pausch’s involvement in the Pancreatic Cancer Action Network, to his presence in Oprah’s talk show, and even to 
his appearance in Times Magazine as one of the world’s 100 most influential people, this man’s legacy lives on even today. Wall 
Street Journal Columnist, Jeffrey Zaslow, accurately stated, “His fate is ours, sped up.” In the words of Randy Pausch, “Time is all 
you have. And you may find one day that you have less than you think.”

nancial standing, is one of the five pillars of Islam. In modern 
times, the Hajj was extremely influential on Malcolm X. He 
was born in poor urban settings in the Midwest; after the 
assassination of his father and the commitment of his moth-
er to a mental institution, he went to jail for crime and then 
after being atheist, he became interested in Islam (in De-
troit) through a man named Wallace Fard Muhammad.  After 
Kennedy’s assassination and some public as well as person-
al adversity, Malcolm rose from his “religious crisis” by the 
Hajj he planned to perform. When he first saw the Ka’aba, he 
was struck by the worshipers’ diversity, valued the experi-
ence, and returned home with a greater knowledge of Islam. 
Shortly after his return, Malcolm X was assassinated just be-

fore his 40th birthday.
Sometimes, with devout belief, practice, and passion for 

one’s religion, one develops, unconsciously, a sort of absor-
bance to one’s religion alongside ignorance to others. It is 
of course not wrong to be absorbed in one’s religion; after 
all, is it not what most people govern their everyday life by? 
However to be so oblivious to the fact that there are people 
who believe and practice other religions in their own way de-
creases chances of understanding others and their religions, 
inhibits a more “interfaith” interaction amongst people, and 
can even lead to religious intolerance. In the end, no matter 
what religion the pilgrimage is a part of, it is a geographical 
prayer that is immensely valued by all who perform it.

The Prophet [S] advised to: “Take benefit of five before five: Your youth before your old age, your health before your sick-
ness, your wealth before your poverty, your free time before you are preoccupied, and your life before your death” 

(Narrated by Ibn Abbas and reported by Al Hakim)

Randy Pausch’s “The Last Lecture” Reflection
Shaziya Barkat | Al-Risalah Coordinator

CONTINUED: Pilgrimage Across Religions 
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4. Be Creative

Often times the best way to remember 
something is by relating to something 
artsy. Create models out of playdough, 
write a play or short story, or make up a 
song. It makes the learning more mean-
ingful, permanent, and prevents rote 
learning. If you’re not creative, let You-
Tube be your friend. Just don’t get dis-
tracted.
 

5. Find a Base Camp
Find your study space. If that means 

setting up a fort in the stacks of Cudahy, 
do it. If it means sprawling out on your 
bedroom floor, do it. Do what works for 
you, but find a space that combines your 
noise level needs with comfort and few 
distractions (namely food). If your camp 
requires food, bring it with you. We all 
know food is the number one distractor 
for all undergrads.

6. Get Organized

Get all your class materials organized 
and then organize your studying. Create 
a study calendar. Get a huge sheet of pa-
per and write all your due dates, exam 
dates and times, and study schedule on 
it.  Make it colorful (if possible) and put 
it in plain sight so you can see everything 
that’s due and how much time you have 
left to do it all!

Are you a freshman? Or an upper class-
man who has yet to master studying? Or 
lack Hermione Granger’s time turner? As 
a senior, I’ve spent plenty of time study-
ing for midterms, finals, completing pa-
pers, projects, and just being a nerd and 
getting ahead. Over the years, this jedi 
knight has mastered many tricks for 
staying on top. Dearest padawans, here 
are the top ten (in no particular order).
 

1.  Use the Tutoring and 
Writing Centers

The Tutoring Center and Center for 
Academic Excellence, along with the 
Writing Center and Loyola Libraries are 
great resources to catch up or get ahead. 
The Tutoring Center offers tutor-led 
study halls, accepts requests for small 
group tutoring, and offers an “Academic 
Skills” workshop. Drop by Sullivan Room 
245 for more information! The Writing 
Center, located in the libraries at both 
campuses will help you with your writ-
ing needs, and the Loyola Libraries have 
research and content specialists that will 
help you find the resources you need to 
write your final papers.

Study Tips from a Senior
2. Check out the
 Wellness Center

Every year during finals week, the 
Wellness Center sponsors    a Study Break, 
with stress relieving activities such as 
free massages, hot chocolate, free food, 
and the best part, Tivo the Therapy Dog. 
If it’s not yet finals week, the Wellness 
Center always offers counseling, medi-
cal services, and nutrition help. You have 
to be on top of your health to perform 
well! On top of that, every Tuesday, Tivo, 
Loyola’s certified therapy dog visits the 
Information Commons, Sullivan Center, 
and Mertz Hall every week for an hour. 
He’s open to cuddling, petting, talking, 
and just being your new best friend.

3. Use Your Professors

Professors know what they’re talking 
about. Plus, most likely, they created the 
test. Visit your professor’s office hours 
for random chatting, plus study help. 
Often times, professors are better at ex-
plaining things one on one, than in class. 
Go ask for study tips, what to focus on, 
and for clarification on confusing con-
cepts.
 

 CONTINUED on Page 8

Nuhie Faheem
Guest Writer
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8.Take a Break
Only if you’ve been studying though! I 

get it, college can be stressful, even more 
if all you’ve been doing is studying, which 
is why taking a break is always great. Go 
watch a movie, go ice skating in Milleni-
um Park, go see 
Zoo Lights at Lin-
coln Park Zoo, or 
go to Christkindl-
market in Daley 
Plaza. The possi-
bilities of cheap, 
fun distractions in 
Chicago are end-
less! Okay, now 
get back to work.
 

9.  Form a Study Group
Send an email to your class (even if 

you don’t know anyone) and ask if any-
one wants to form a study group. Chanc-

7. Start Early
It’s never too early to begin test prep! 

If your get your study guide three weeks 
in advance, then complete it three weeks 
in advance. Add to it as you go, and look 
over it DAILY. It’ll get the job done. In-
stead of pulling all-nighters (an amateur 
freshman mistake), study for 20-30 min-
utes a night for the two weeks leading up 
to the exam.

CONTINUED: Study Tips
es are, someone will respond. Make a 
commitment and get down to study-
ing! Making a commitment to strangers 
will make you feel guilty about ditching 
pre-determined study sessions.
 

10. Make Du’a

Ask for that A, but don’t expect to get it 
without doing any of the work! Every 
year, MSA distributes a list of “Study 
Du’as.” Find that list. Put it to use. 

“Oh Allah! Nothing is easy except what 
you have made easy. If you wish, you can 

make the difficult easy.”

Goal of the Month:
Pray for yourself by praying for someone else.  Pray for others in general, or be specific with their names.  

We forget that when we pray for others, we ourselves benefit immensely.

The Prophet (SAW) said, “Whoever prays for his brother behind his back has an angel saying to him, 
‘Ameen, And for you the same.” (Muslim)
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Alhamdullilah, this year’s turnout of candidates running for MSA’s Freshman Representative and Committee Member po-
sitions is remarkable and noteworthy. With ten dedicated, passionate, and optimistic young brothers and sisters forming the 
Freshman panel, there are great things in store for our MSA. These students have taken their first steps to becoming leaders and, 
InshAllah, will serve as role models to fellow students as they strive to make a difference at Loyola. A few of the Freshman board 
members have kindly agreed to share some of their experiences so far with LUC’s MSA and their goals as members of the board. 
Take a look:

 1. Why did you choose to run for a Freshman rep. position? 
What do you hope to accomplish/contribute as a member of the board?

A Peak Into The Future of  the MSA: 
Freshmen Representative Interviews

Mehreen Rahim | Al-Risalah Editor

Abdullah Ansari: “I want to sup-
port the MSA in any possible way I 
can. I have realized the importance 
of our organization for Muslims, 
especially incoming freshmen, and 
I want to give back to it through 
this position.  In the end we are all 
working together for the sake of Al-
lah (SWT), and I want to make sure 
that everyone has a part in helping. 
It is definitely not a one-person 
job, rather it is important that all 
the freshmen help with events. The 
freshman representative should 
only serve what the name suggests, 
so that InshAllah we can maximize 
the effect we have on the MSA.”

 Aqela Rahman: “I loved the closeness I 
felt in my high school’s MSA. We had created 
a very strong sisterhood and brotherhood. 
We now all go to different colleges around 
the state and country but are still connect-
ed and visit each other. I hope to make the 
LUC’s MSA a strong community as well. I 
want all Muslims to feel comfortable with 
each other and help one another strengthen 
their faith.”

Meenhaj Kabir: “Out of all the 
groups at Loyola, MSA is my first 
priority and being freshman rep 
would give me the greatest op-
portunity at being an active part. 
I hope to spread the name of 
MSA so that every person knows 
who we are during the next few 
years that I am here.”

Mahum Ismail: “I choose to become a member of the MSA fresh-
man rep because I feel very blessed to have a strong MSA at Loyola 
and I would like to become an official part of it. I come from a place 
where having a few Muslims at school is rare, let alone having a 
whole organization dedicated to them. Because I have that perspec-
tive, I feel as if I will take the position of freshman rep a lot more seri-
ously than someone who has grown up around a strong presence of 
Muslims all their lives. Having a strong MSA here is something I will 
never take for granted and being a part of it will increase my ability 
to express my different perspective about the organization. “

Safia Gaziuddin: “I chose to run for the Freshman rep position because I 
wanted to take the opportunity to take on a leadership role. In the past I have 
never really gone forward for positions like this and would always back up. I 
thought that this time, I should step up and do something I have never done 
before. Another reason for this was that Loyola’s MSA has helped me a lot over 
the couple of months I’ve been at Loyola. At first I thought people would judge 
me and think that because I don’t wear hijab people would think that I was not a 
good Muslim. I was wrong though. My first interaction with the MSA was amaz-
ing. Everyone was so nice and very welcoming. I know many freshmen that share 
this thought that I had in the beginning, which is stopping them from really being 
a part of the MSA. I want to help change that perception and show them what 
MSA really is about.”

Lyba Zia: “Despite the fact that I was only ex-
posed to our MSA two months ago, I can see what 
an asset it is to Loyola’s Muslims and the entire 
University’s community as a whole. I plan on being 
active within the organization during my years at 
Loyola and want to take the first step now.”Mariam Sayeed: “I chose to run for 

freshman rep because I saw this as 
an opportunity to be more involved 
in the MSA. Coming from a catholic 
high school, I saw how close knit this 
Muslim family was in a school envi-
ronment, and although it’s new to me, 
it also gets me excited for the years to 
come. One thing I hope to accomplish 
as a member of the board is to create 
a closer freshman class. I also hope to 
get closer to everyone in the MSA in 
general, and be a more integral part of 
helping with events in the future.” 
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Freshmen Representative Interviews

Meenhaj Kabir: “I would like to see the MSA as a group all Muslims would want to be an active part of. The MSA is a great 
place to find fellow brothers and sisters. I just hope that it will become something everyone will want to frequently associate 

with, Muslims and non-Muslims alike.”

2. What do you hope to see in MSA’s future within the next couple of years? (Events, goals, etc.)

Mariam Sayeed: “I hope to see more events geared towards freshmen, getting them more involved in bigger projects. I also 
would like to see more activities that get people more involved and have fun doing it. Maybe we could do a bowling for charity 

event, or a ping-pong tournament fundraiser event. Something fun, but also beneficial to the community as well.”

Safia Gaziuddin: “I hope to InshAllah see more people involved in the MSA in the next couple of years. I really hope that as 
the future freshman come to Loyola, that they feel comfortable coming to the MSA and really take a part in the events that are 

organized.”

 Mahum Ismail: “I would like to see us encouraging people who are Muslim but don’t want to become a strong MSA member 
the benefits of our community and the importance of having it in our daily lives. It is very hard to keep a strong faith in some-
thing you don’t keep a daily contact with and Islam is something we all need to be reminded of daily and the MSA is a great 

way to do just that.” 

Abdullah Ansari: “I hope to see the MSA grow in terms of numbers as well as quality. As a Muslim, I want to do my part in 
spreading the message of Islam to everyone. I want to help in every event that I possibly can so that I can gain experience that 

will help me become a better representative of the MSA and Muslims alike. “

Aqela Rahman: “I hope to see many activities that involve the community, but also ones that will help every member of the 
MSA develop their character. These could be small group discussions on the Quran or just more resources in the prayer room 
to read. I think even encouraging some daily activity for all members, such as writing down something they are grateful for or 

reciting a certain verse in the Quran would really help everyone in the MSA take an active role in developing their faith.”
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3. What were/are your first thoughts of Loyola’s MSA?

 Abdullah Ansari: “When I first met the Brothers, I felt that I was surrounded by people that were there to help me in every-
thing I needed. They gave us advice and walked us through the MSA. From what I see, it is a group of incredibly hard-working 

individuals that make the MSA what it really is. As freshmen we hope we can eventually continue the great legacy of those 
before us.”

Aqela Rahman:  “The prayer room is beautiful, and when I first stepped in I knew I would want to be in there as much as 
possible. When I first met more Muslims at Loyola, I was pleased by how connected and friendly they were with one another 
and how welcoming they were with the freshmen. Once I met a few of the members, I knew I would want to meet all of them 

and participate in the MSA’s activities.”
Meenhaj Kabir: “At the beginning it was pretty great. There were many activities and many people participated. But as the 

year progressed, it slowly started to diminish.”
Mahum Ismail: “When first coming to Loyola, my first impression of the MSA was a strong bond of sisters who all cared 

deeply for each other. I saw a group of sisters that would always be there for each other in times of need. To this date, this 
has proved to be true and I can’t imagine being anywhere else now.”

4. If you could describe LUC’s MSA in one word, what would it be?

  Abdullah Ansari: “Brotherhood”     Aqela Rahman: “Community”

   Meenhaj Kabir: “Promising”     Mahum Ismail: “Family”

   Lyba Zia: “United.”      Safia Gaziuddin: “Inspiring”
      Mariam Sayeed: “Organized”



 “O mankind, indeed We have created you 
from male and female and made you peo-

ples and tribes that you may know one 
another. Indeed, the most noble of you in 

the sight of Allah is the most righteous 
of you. Indeed, Allah is Knowing and 

Acquainted.” (49:13)
Often times many of us are blinded by 

societal and cultural expectations. Of-
ten times, differences are used to create 
walls, barriers that are cemented. People 
tend to associate with only those whom 
they are familiar with and disregard the 
possibility of diversifying. This creates 
the box mentality, where a person’s view 
is very narrow and they become unwill-
ing to expand beyond what they want to 
see and who they want to associate with.

However, Islam teaches us the Allah 
(SWT) has created diversity in mankind 
so that we may “know one another”.  Is-
lam preaches love between people and 
love for all creations of Allah (SWT). 
There are Muslims of all background, 
cultures, and ethnicities. The beauty of 
Islam is in the reflection of such diver-
sity. The beauty of Islam and the bless-
ings from Allah (SWT) extends to all of 
humanity and not just those who believe.

This in turn mirrors the importance 
of engaging in Dawah. The literal mean-
ing of Dawah is “to invite someone”. 
The invitation extends from Muslims to 
non-Muslims in hopes that they come to 
a better understanding and to learn more 
about Islam. The act of giving Dawah is 
mentioned multiple times in the Quran, 
“Invite (all) to the Way of your Lord with 
wisdom and beautiful preaching; and ar-
gue with them in ways that are best and 
most gracious. For your Lord knows best 
who have strayed from His Path, and 
who receive guidance” (16:125).

A great way to 
engage in Dawah is 
through the LUC In-
terfaith programs. 
Interfaith creates 
a lot of opportuni-
ties for people of di-

Interfaith Goodness
Saadia Gaziuddin | Guest Writer

verse faiths or no faiths to learn about 
other faiths and their similarities and 
differences. Recently, Interfaith hosted 
Ally Trainings, a part of the leadership 
certificate program, a workshop geared 
towards teaching students how to stand 
up for those whose faiths are being slan-
dered as well as dispersing stereotypes 
of all major faith traditions. In these dis-
cussions, many different controversial 
topics are brought up and talked about. 
When sitting in a room where all the ma-
jor faiths are represented, it is freeing to 
be able to ask questions about precon-
ceived notions as well as be asked to dis-
pel other preconceived notions.

Another great space to open up dis-
cussion about Islam and other faiths is 
Interfaith’s small group dialogues. This 
year, Interfaith is joining with a nation-
al group, Ask Big Questions, to create a 
space for people to ask questions. There 
are two dialogues held every month and 
each dialogue will be centered around 
a large question is posed. People of all 
backgrounds are invited to come and 
discuss the question through their view-
points and life experiences.

The most probed question in the di-
alogue was, “Why do you wear that?” 
Students were prompted into discussion 
by a comic of a woman wearing a bikini 
and a pair of sunglasses thinking “Every-
thing covered but her eyes, what a cruel, 
male-dominated world” while she looks 
at a woman who is dressed in an aba-
ya and a niqab, who in turn is thinking, 
“Nothing covered but her eyes, what a 
cruel male-dominated world”. The ques-
tion and responses varied from religious 
inquires such as, “At what age do Muslim 
women start to wear a head covering” 
and “Why do Jewish males wear Yamak-
as” to comparisons of different socially 
acceptable norms cross culturally. The 
environment is a great place to ask ques-
tions and learn about others as well as 
become introspective n one’s own faith. I 
personally feel like my faith in is Islam is 
strengthened by interfaith discussions. 

When a person asks a hard question or 
asks to validate a stereotype, I find my-
self wanting to answer in the least bias 
and most gentle way possible. In order 
to do that, I learn more about Islam 
and for context to support any answer 
I would give the inquirer. When people 
see others opening up about their faith 
traditions, they are more inclined to do 
so as well. When you do the hard work of 
breaking down the barrier and opening 
yourself up other people’s views many 
people are bound to reciprocate. This 
creates the perfect Dawah opportunity 
to be able to invite people to learn about 
Islam without imposing any views on 
them.

Though not all discussions revolve 
around Islam, a lot of people’s personal 
stories are relatable. You are able to see 
other people’s challenges and hurdles 
in following their faith or non-faith and 
also get to hear about how they spiri-
tually connect and what inspires them 
to lean towards faith. The beauty in the 
conversation is when you can relate to 
the way a person is feeling but you feel it 
in your own, unique experience. I was in 
awe when a scholastic, or Jesuit in-train-
ing, talked about the peace and tranquil-
ity when in prayer. All I could think about 
was when and how I achieve peace and 
tranquility in my own daily prayers. 

If you break down walls and create a 
broader viewpoint, others will subcon-
sciously follow. Opening up to diversity 
helps people not only learn about others 
but most importantly helps them learn 
about themselves. When people are 
strong in what they believe in and hold 
their convictions tightly, they are able 
to appreciate the beauty of others who 
do the same. Being strong in your faith 
makes it easier to answer hard questions 
about the faith as well as entice others 
to learn about the things that make you 
so passionate about it. Never fear the 
unknown, but use it as an opportunity to 
discover something beautiful.
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and anything transitory will never re-
sult in true happiness. True happiness 
is contentment, and this is only attained 
through activities which are not fleet-
ing. So here are 10 steps to make our 
lives happier:

1. Seek the pleasure of 
Allah– nothing can make us happi-
er than seeking the pleasure of Allah. 
Whether we are university, home or on 
holiday never forget to seek the counte-
nance of Allah.

2. Be grateful– The more grate-
ful we are to have the things we do, the 
more Allah will shower you with His 
bounties. Appreciation of what Allah 
has blessed you with is vital.
“If you express gratitude, I shall certainly 
give you more, and if you are ungrateful, 
then My punishment is severe.” 
[Ibrahim: V7]

3. Satisfy your soul and not 
your physical body– Work on 
activities that result in eternal happi-
ness that bring a smile to the heart and 
not merely a smile to the face. Do mean-
ingful work; strive to partake in feeding 
the homeless at hospices, assisting the 
distressed and helping others over and 
above excessive shopping, excessive 
eating out, and time spent in worldly 
activity.
“True enrichment does not come through 
possessing a lot of wealth, but true en-
richment is the enrichment of the soul.” 
[Bukhari]

of happiness in Islam is called ‘ridha bi 
al-qadha’ (being content with our lot on 
life). This means that as believers if we 
truly loved Allah the necessary effect of 
it would be that we are content with our 
lot in life. The Messenger (Allah bless 
him and give him peace) would suppli-
cate with words that would highlight the 
importance of satisfaction with our fate, 
therefore we too should make the effort 
to recite these sorts of supplications:

“I am pleased with Allah as my Lord, with 
Islam as my religion, and with Muham-
mad as my Prophet” (Allah bless him and 
give him peace). [Abu Dawud].

“O Allah, make me content with what you 
have provided me, send blessings for me 
therein, and replace for me every absent 
thing with something better” [Bukhari].
“O Allah, I seek refuge with You from 
knowledge which does not bring benefit 
and from a heart which is not fearful and 
from a self which is not content and from 
a supplication which is not answered.’” 
[Muslim]

Thereafter, the main conclusion to be 
drawn from Montier’s research is that 

we can only work on the last 40% to 
make ourselves happier. It must be not-
ed that this 40% cannot be achieved in 
pursuit of money, fame or anything else 
materialistic. These are all transitory, 

Each and every human is in pursuit of 
happiness, whether it be a child, or an 
adult, a Muslim or a non-Muslim, and 
this is a true fact. In order to achieve this 
true happiness, one must comprehend 
what this emotion really is. Happiness 
is ‘feeling, causing, or giving pleasure’ 
and it is being ‘satisfied’ according to 
the Oxford dictionary. It is essential to 
understand the psychology of happiness 
so we know how much of it we have con-
trol over.

James Montier published his research 
into The Psychology of Happiness and 
learned that happiness was composed 
of three elements:

1.  About 50% of individual happiness 
comes from a genetic set point. That is, 
we’re each predisposed to a certain lev-
el of happiness. Some of us are just nat-
urally more inclined to be cheery than 
others.

2.  About 10% of our happiness is due 
to our circumstances. Our age, race, gen-
der, personal history, and yes, wealth, 
only make up about one-tenth of our 
happiness.

3.  The remaining 40% of an individ-
ual’s happiness seems to be derived 
from intentional activity, from “discrete 
actions or practices that people can 
choose to do.”
As humans we have no control over our 
genetic set-point, and hardly any con-
trol over our circumstances. This 50% 

10 Steps to a Happier Life
Ustahdha Bint Ahmad 
ilmgate.org
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Finding a variety of Indian or Paki-
stani cuisine on Devon Avenue is not 
difficult, but people tend to stick with 
familiar restaurants such as J.K. Ka-
bob, Sabri Nihari, and Usmania while 
ignoring most others.  There are many 
hidden gems that are overlooked sim-
ply because they are new or on the 
side streets of Devon.   This past month 
of Ramadan, my cousins and I discov-
ered a new restaurant called Clifton 
Grill.   After a long night of Tarawih, 
we were in need of some good food 
and Clifton Grill provided us with just 
that.  It not only served delicious food, 
but had great service.  As we walked 
in, we were greeted with a smile from 
the waiter which is unusual for many 
South Asian restaurants.  We ordered 
lamb biryani, kadahi goshth, haleem, 
and ended with a mango shake.

Haleem, a dish made from tender 
beef, grains, and spices, was by far the 
most intriguing.  It came with the op-
tion to be eaten with or without naan.  
I preferred to go without the naan.  
The meat was well cooked and the 
consistency of the haleem was per-
fect.  The ice cold mango shake was 
like a cherry on top of the great food 
and service provided.   Despite that, 
I recommend staying away from the 
American food they offer.  It lacked 
quality and did not match up to their 
Pakistani cuisine.

Overall, my experience with this 
restaurant was good.  If you want to 
step away from the usual, pop on over 
to the corner of Claremont and Dev-
on to satisfy your dinner or late night 
cravings at Clifton Grill.

He’d rather have had acted than to speak 
He’d rather have learned than to teach
He’d rather have heed than to preach 

He was nothing, nothing different from you and me 
He was nothing, nothing but weak 

His actions could not speak 
They were muted by his speech His words revealed but could not redeem 

Like a speech of a king, courageous and free
His words lost fear in whose rage has been feared 

Like a phony leader,
He never stayed on his words 

Betrayed all the terms 
The exact words from his tongue

A blind man he was, with eyes that can see 
A normal exterior he had 

But his interior would bleed 
Slain to pieces and to ashes it was burnt 

His soul found no peace 
His soul prayed to leave, 

While he’d sleep, his soul tried to flee
He dreamt of his acts of hypocrisy, munafaqeen. 

An event of his Life After Death he would see
A voice spoke eagerly with certainty, “You will witness, when you are six feet deep” 

Coated meat with unimaginable filth 
That even the seven seas could not clean 

So many languages of sin his tongue did speak 
Religious messages that he was not knowledgeable to preach 

He had more to learn before he can teach, 
But he continued, preached. 

He was a hypocrite in top lead 
He was one of us indeed, he was one of us indeed 

He was told to hide his sins
But he just could not keep it in 

Therefore he asks You forgive him 
Oh the Lord of him, and alike of him and welcome his new beginning. 

Please.

Let truth crash through the mazes of our hearts and the labyrinth of halls.
Let it tear down these barriers and cold, hard walls.

Let it scream through the night and drown out the lies.
Let it stand alone in intimate sighs.

Let it barrel down the oppressor and weigh down the immoral.
Let truth be felt, a tidal wave upon the earth.

Let it stand alone, silent in its approach.
Let it crumble the broken world to its knees.

Let truth give the blind a reason to see.

Anas Gandhi
Al-Risalah Writer

6410 N Claremont Ave, 
Chicago, IL
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-(RIGHT) Shaziya 
Barkat

“And the earth He laid 
[out] for the creatures. 

Therein is fruit and palm 
trees having sheaths [of 
dates], And grain having 
husks and scented plants. 
So which of the favors of 

your Lord will you deny?” 
(Ar-Rahman: 10-13)

-(Left) Khadija 
Barkat

“Therein We placed 
gardens of palm-trees 

and vineyards and 
We caused water 

springs to gush forth” 
(Yasin:34)

 -(RIGHT) Ahmed Aleem 
“And it is He who subject-
ed the sea for you to eat 
from it tender meat and 
to extract from it orna-

ments which you wear. And 
you see the ships plowing 

through it, and [He subject-
ed it] that you may seek of 
His bounty; and perhaps 

you will be grateful” 
(An-Nahl: 14)
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Names of the Prophet Muhammad
(Prayers and Peace be upon him and his progeny)

WORD 
BANK

ABDALLAH (Servent of 
God)
AHMED (Praised)
AMEEN (Trustworthy)
BASHIR (Bringer of 
good tidings)
HADI (One who guides)

HASHIR (One who gath-
ers people)
KAREEM (Generous)
MAHMOUD (Praised)
MUDATHIR (Covered)
MUHAMMAD (Highly 
Praised)

MUSTAFA (Chosen)
MUZAMMIL (Wrapped)
NABI (Prophet)
RASHID (Well guided)
RASUL (Messenger)
SADIQ (Truthful)
SHAHID (Witness)

TAHA
TAYYIB (Good/Sweet/
Pure)
UMMI (Unlettered)
WALI (Friend)
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